Drugs In Perspective
Synopsis

Drugs in Perspective is written for the drug and substance abuse counseling course designed to prepare future health professionals to work with patients, clients, and families of abusers. It is designed to provide perspective on the aspects and problems associated with addiction as well as provide the fundamentals on the dynamics of chemical dependency. This edition improves topic flow for easier understanding and brings the research base into the 21st century.
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Customer Reviews

Good read for educational purposes. Interesting for those of us who don't understand addiction or the behaviors the addict uses to manipulate those around him/her to do get they want.

Great product, in excellent condition. Acurately descriped and very prompt shipping. Excellent price. Thanks so much.

The edition on the book worked for the class I am taking. Not much has changed from this edition to the newest edition.

Delivered in excellent shape. A good book for those who knows very little about the subject. Easy to read.
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